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ALFtracker is a proprietary tracking tool for
communities that simplifies record keeping for
certification and training requirements. ALFtracker
software:
• Tracks training requirements for all positions
• Notifies supervisors and employees when
notifications are due to expire
• Tracks employee certifications
• Monitors employee training due dates by
position and state of operation
• Communicates when employee
certifications are due to expire or employees
require additional in-services training
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Introduction to
ALFtracker

Deficiencies related to employee training and
certifications make up 40% of the total
deficiencies cited for assisted living
communities. Not only are problems with
record keeping included in the actual survey
report, but many surveyors will also look to the
employee files first to assess the level of detail
employed within your community compliance
initiatives and conduct their survey based upon
the quality of the basic record keeping.
ALFsource developed the ALFtracker solution
to simplify record keeping for certification and
training requirements. Our clients have
consistently communicated the challenge of
conducing training on a timely basis of keeping
track of required in-service training for their staff
members. This is compounded by the difficulty
in auditing each file to stay up to date with
expiring employee certifications.
ALFtracker begins tracking the in-services and
certification dates on the date of hire by
collecting the dates for certification expiration,
providing a simple format for your community
management to enter state and job code
information on all new employee on-boarding
forms, and compiling the data into easy to
read reports.
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ALFtracker Reports
Each client community receives two monthly reports Training Tracker and Certification Tracker.
Training Tracker displays the various training programs
that are required for the community to conduct. Within
each section it lists the names of the employees that
require in service training and the dates by which the
training should occur. The reports are set up to notify
you 60 days in advance so that your community
management has ample time to schedule in-services at
least 30 days in advance of the training due date.

ALFtracker Reports
Certification Tracker displays the certifications that must
be maintained by all staff members. Within each
section, it lists the names of the employees whose
certifications will be expiring within 60 days so staff
members have ample time to renew critical
employment certifications.

